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ABSTRACT

This paper scrutinizes the way diversity is understood in urban zones and cities. It seeks to demonstrate that
diversity is a consequence of the fragmentation of social interactions drawn from the blurring of the other in order to
root out liberal subject, the one that holds political and social equality. In this sense, we propose looking once again at
the city and public space from the perspective of its distances and social separation, as well as the recognition of social
absences in what is called “plurality” that, nowadays, demands an interdisciplinary dialogue and creatively crafted
methodological frames.
Keywords: uses; appropriation; urban realm; fragmentation; urban realm; fragmentation.

1. Introduction

The analytical tradition in history and political
science starts from the idea that the urban and
city-related contains the diverse, i.e., to speak of the
city means to speak of a multiplicity of realities that
juxtapose, intertwine and overlap with each other to
form a gibberish that only acquires order with the
categorization of zones, This makes it possible to
draw a mental and, above all, linear picture of the
public space that orders it both materially and
culturally, in such a way that borders are generated
between the different actors and social groups that
share it, which is why an anthropological vision is
necessary.

Considered in this way, there is a precise
ordering based on the semantic composition of
space, which marks and determines the uses and

appropriations of space. However, are these
categories the ones that determine diversity? What
can we see if we change the prism through which
we have so far observed the city and urban
phenomena? What are the elements that would
allow us to discern the diversities contained in
spaces organized in semantic fields?

How can we disinvisibilize the set of elements
of the environment that draw the multifaceted? The
analytical tradition of urban anthropology can offer
some clues in this regard. Consequently, what this
text will present is the analysis of public space as
the melting pot that we have built to house diversity
and that, nevertheless, in reality seems to be a
recipient of exclusions and invisibilizations of
subsets of society. If we start from the idea that
diversity is a social construction, which recognizes
the existence of the other insofar as it is different
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from the referential framework from which the
liberal subject is constructed, which is idealized and,
therefore, homogeneous[1], how to observe with

new lenses a reality that seems more complex than
what was established?

Figure 1.

2. Public space in the foreground

The study of public space as a starting point
for the investigation of diversity in cities is not
something new, in the seventies and early eighties
the concept acquired relevance in disciplines such
as architecture, sociology, geography, anthropology,
among others, which aimed to study the dynamics
in the city, this notion became a reference of
diversity and multiple possibilities and edges from
which the study of the city could be approached[2].

In the mid-nineteenth century, the notion of
the public from the urban experience was related to
a territorial materiality and a collective use that
should be guaranteed by the State, but that the
capitalist economic model and its consolidation put
in crisis with the defense of the private[3]. This trend
produced new interrelationships in the urban
experience, where even the existence of public
space and its condition of “accessible to all” came
to be questioned. This fading had repercussions in
the academic sphere, where the concept of public
space was used without distinction to refer to sites
of open access, but also to allude to places in the

private sphere such as supermarkets or shopping
malls.

In the approach to the experience of the city
and its spaces, the public has been defined based on
collective use and an apparent heterogeneity of
users who appropriate it according to their interests,
imaginaries and perceptions. These uses are
imposed by privileged actors who establish how
and when they should be used[4]and, although there
are resignifications and appropriations that oppose
the original use for which they were created, there
is a permanent regulation that undoubtedly limits
the experience of the inhabitants in the city. Until a
little more than a decade ago, anthropological
writing on public space and the city emphasized the
importance of this binomial as a strategy to
approach the dynamics of scenarios of an unusual
type, organized around anonymity and composed of
ephemeral relationships that placed the diversity,
heterogeneity, and difference of urban life at the
center of the discussion[5-8]. These ethnographies
revealed public space as an organizer of life in
cities and a detonator of the diverse by,
apparently, agglutinating heterogeneous practices
and expressed simultaneously by different types of
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actors such as passers-by, tourists, lovers, workers,
merchants, vagrants, to mention a few.

Abilio Vergara[9] points out four moments of
public space: a) its functions were reduced to
ritual-political or ritual-religious; the space was a
producer of actors, people and leadership, at the
same time as an arena of contention; then, b) it
acquired the characteristics of a forum for staging
identity; then, c) the production-consumption
relationship configured relations between the
generation of a public and clients that materialized
spatially; finally, d) it became a scenario for
recreation and coexistence. We would add one
more moment, the public space as a scenario of
exclusion and segregation in the contemporary city.

Streets, squares, gardens or markets -all of
them identifiable public spaces in cities- have been
explored as places where the urban anthropologist
could witness social activity “in the natural”,
without hindering or interfering with it[10]. At the
time it was revealing to conceive of public space as
an entrance to floating otherness[11] because at first
glance it seemed to group everything contrary to the
homogeneous and sheltered in a given territory. The
explorations revealed the practices and expressions
of multifaceted users, populations in continuous
transit, actors who only entrenched themselves at
specific times or under certain circumstances,
provisional and intermittent uses and appropriations,
which made us think of public space as a banner of
diversity, which undoubtedly posed a set of
theoretical and methodological challenges for urban
anthropology.

All these works already warned of a neuralgic
point that Manuel Delgado[10] summarizes in the
question: who has the right to use public spaces? A
question that calls into question one of its most
prized characteristics: diversity. In these opening
paragraphs we have insisted that the heterogeneity
of public space is apparent, a sort of fiction, insofar
as it agglutinates “compatible” diversities with
points of confluence whose conflicts are usually
negotiable or trigger the implementation of
strategies to share and remain in the space in

question. In the event that the uses, users and
practices prove to be discordant, what are the
reactions, what exercises are used to resolve a
symbolic conflict whose scenario is the space, in
principle, conceived and built for all? What we
observe is a set of inequalities in the access to the
urban space, which detonates processes of
expulsion and segregation of the less favored group
or with less resources to remain in it, and also
propitiates distancing of actors that we have studied
from other approaches and themes, but that could
be absent from our idea of diversity of the urban
public space.

In Mexico we find numerous works that
analyze the dynamics of public space from its
variety of practices and relations, research that has
addressed the new configurations of the public and
the private[12], relations between public space and
commerce[13], privatization and forms of residential
self-segregation[14]. One of the richest veins in the
study of modern cities has been that referring to
young people and urban public space. Various
researchers of the youth phenomenon[15-17] have
privileged the analysis of the use of time in cities,
projecting young people as the main social actors of
public space [18,19]. Also noteworthy are the works
of Mauricio List Reyes on the uses based on gender
and sexual preference[7,8] More recent works lead us
to reflect on public space as an expression of the
global[20], as a patrimonial entity[21,22] and perimeter
of conflict[23] until landing on the processes of
revitalization and putting cities up for sale[24,25]. As
a whole, they reveal that the city is configured as a
mosaic of diversities that public space fragments
because it only allows coexistence between equals
or similarities, far from that idea that for decades
sheltered our reflections on the city and its spaces.
In other words, the appropriation of public space
triggers immaterial and material conflicts whose
corollary is the construction of social islets made up
of those who comply with the institutional
discourse or, alternatively, with the informal
scheme of use of the site. If right, this leads to
projecting new ways of observing the city and
urban phenomena, not as a monolith, but from its
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fragmentation. Conceiving public space as a
restrictive element of diversity has theoretical and
methodological implications that force us to
dis-invisible our almost idealistic assumptions
about public space and the diversity contained in it;
it is a matter of recognizing the limitations and
proposing new strategies for approaching the
multiple fragmented diversities. How did we arrive
at this point? Why do we think this?

3. The blurred diversity

3.1. The liberal project and its consequences

For the Western world, the questioning of
absolute monarchies stemmed from the little or no
political representation that the various groups in
those societies had in the decision-making bodies.
In other words, the invisibilization of diversity was
the driving force behind the evolution of a form of
organization that made it visible, recognized it and,
ultimately, made it invisible again.

The gestation of political equality, first among
men, and then, little by little, including women,
assumed that all individuals deserved to be
represented by obtaining citizenship. In other words,
it was only possible for everyone to have the same
rights if certain requirements were met. If they were
fulfilled, they had access to the possibility of
influencing decision-making; but diversity was
eliminated by accepting the quality of citizenship,
which is nothing more than the homogenization of
the individual in order to build a prototypical
citizen, suitable for a specific national project. The
triumph of liberalism is also the political validation
of the annulment of diversity.

Today, with the evolution of the concept of
democracy, which goes hand in hand with liberal
development, diversity is even recognized as part of
the cultural richness of a society. Also, as already
mentioned, it has been established that cities,
almost by definition, are containers of diversity.
How to find a balance between the liberal principle
of political and social equality and diversity? The

political development of the Western world does
not have it on the agenda; on the contrary, as Pierre
Rosanvallon puts it, we are facing the emergence of
a society of the particular. That is to say, social ties
are no longer developed around macro structures of
identity, but rather “selective couplings, punctual
approaches, parallel paths”[26]. That is, the projects
that shaped what we have called nation-states
passed through the sieve of the generation of a set
of identity symbols that allowed social cohesion
around abstractions such as nation, homeland,
Mexicanness (in the case of our country), and thus
configured an ideal individual that would become
the aspirational representation of a society that, at
that point, had given up its otherness in pursuit of
being part of something that surpassed it as an
individual. The idealization of the subject is the
result of the social-historical development of each
population and, of course, changes over time[27],
what Rosanvallon proposes is that social cohesion
today no longer depends on those abstract forms,
but on mechanisms that are more associated with
the interaction between those who share common
interests and establish symbolic and physical
meeting points, there is a selection of the pair that
surpasses the homeland and the nation, the
reproduction of the Mexican is no longer on the
agenda that defines the approaches, encounters and
sociabilities. How does this define the use of public
space?

Until today, the research agenda on the
governance of public space has privileged the
analysis of large cities, for example Mier y Terán,
Vázquez and Ziccardi[28] for Mexico City;
Hernández García[29] for Bogotá. What we can
hypothesize is that, in line with that society of the
particular, governments do not deny diversity;
however, they are not interested in managing public
spaces in which everything that is different from
their idea of citizen is manifested. Therefore, the
administrative exercise has tended to the zoning of
space, to the construction of semantic fields on it
[30]. The creation of zones implies organizing the
territory, but also society, since limits are
established for social practices in the territory:
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“here you cannot...”; “that can be done over there”;
“here you are allowed...”. The semantic fields act in
the same way, but instead of organizing space
physically, they do so symbolically, so that
territories generate invisible borders and ways of
acting that correspond to the space in which one is,
shares, cohabits. Basically, what happens is that
there is a process of veiled exclusion that privileges,
on the one hand, the model citizen, that is, the one
who represents the political and social equality of
the liberal project and, on the other hand, fragments
diversity by generating islands of coexistence
between the different social groups that share and
cohabit the same public space. In our ethnographic
exercise we can even observe a self-segregation that
is the culmination of the success of exclusion and
fragmentation of diversity. The individual is aware
that he/she does not fit in with the citizen model
and chooses to remain on the margin, depending on
how he/she conceives the use of the space: “what
am I going to do there”; “those places are not for
people like us”. Thus, there is a type of user defined
by zoning or by the semantic field that matches the
discourse of diversity and allows validating the
invisibilization of the marginalized, despite being
the object of an exclusion that is produced from the
fragmentation of sociabilities, from their
particularization.

This inherent paradox: to include-exclude, at
the same time, promotes a set of resistances that
force to place the public space as a subject of
negotiation. The negotiability of public space
occurs from the interaction of formal and informal
orders that are woven on a zoned or symbolically
delimited territory[31].

All public spaces, in general, and in some
cases in particular, have a normative order, formal
rules that must be observed by each of the users and
that imply, in the case of not doing so, sanctions of
different types, although the social ones stand out.
Despite this, informal rules are also gestated that on
many occasions delimit zones and semantic fields,
which promotes a constant process of negotiation
between authorities and users, and among the users

themselves[32]. According to the neoinstitutional
approach, what is sought is to generate frameworks
of certainty that are guarantors of social relations,
although what they generate are processes of
exclusion and fragmentation of diversity.

Under this logic, are we to understand territory
as a space in constant dispute? As an anchor that
marks and determines collective identification, as
classical anthropology tells us it happens?[33,34].
From this perspective, territory is not a resource in
dispute, since social actions are not understood
from their territorial positioning, but from their
place, existing or nonexistent, in the public space.
Presence and non-presence have things to say for
the ethnographer and for the analysis of cities, with
their respect and promotion of diversity. The
territory ceases to be a space that conceptualizes
interactions, it is the interactions that give meaning
to space and territory. This represents a
methodological challenge: how to observe a reality
that is more complex than what was established,
how to approach these fragments and from where to
do it?

4. New lenses, new problems:
fragmented diversity as a
methodological challenge

Exploring the particularities of contemporary
diversity in cities from a renewed view of public
space that makes it possible to distinguish and
analyze fragmented pluralities requires a
methodological shift in line with the position or,
rather, questioning that we propose. For more than
a decade, the experience of urban anthropology has
highlighted the importance of interdisciplinary
exchange in the study of diversity expressed around
themes such as heritage, cultural consumption,
youth imaginaries and festivals in cities[33-39]. It also
revealed the dynamism of the spaces studied, as
well as a variety of actors, practices, relationships,
lifestyles and other expressions that were
encompassable in terms of the scale analyzed.
Nevertheless, there are intersections that have not
been exhausted and that pose chiaroscuro in the
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approach and understanding of diversity, just there
is where we identify multiple possibilities for
analysis and understanding of what may have been
left untraced[40].

Although the dynamics of cities have forced
the urban anthropologist to modify the duration of
fieldwork, the type of links and to incorporate new
technologies in his research to approach the
interactions and configuration of spatialities, as is
the case of social networks or the activisms that are
generated in virtuality, whose dynamics and
incidence in the social and cultural sphere were
unimaginable until a couple of decades ago, it has
also led him down a path where methodological
creativity and interdisciplinary dialogue are
imperative to understand the actions of urbanites. If
we start from the idea that public space is
fragmented into a set of homogeneous islands
where practices, interactions, relationships,
imaginaries and lifestyles of city dwellers that do
not touch each other, on the contrary, repel each
other, are expressed, then anthropology offers the
magnifying glass of the public space, anthropology

offers the magnifying glass to look closely at what
happens in them, while disciplines such as
geography, urban planning or history, among others,
propose a set of lenses to amplify, assemble, relate,
compare or even distance themselves to obtain an
overall view. A sort of methodological and strategic
eclecticism [41,42] is necessary to illuminate those
chiaroscuros housed in the everyday and unstable.

The public space is a formula for approaching
the urban, collective negotiations occur, they
acquire visibility while others are diluted in
anonymity[43] for this reason it is important to
reflect on the way we approach these realities and
the lenses we use to do so. In this sense, it is
substantial to rethink the approach to the city and its
spaces from radical forms, that is, from
non-regulated experiences, random and adrift
encounters[44,45]; to look at and describe what
happens in the public space from an exercise of
contemplation that allows us to identify the
expressions and negotiations of diversity and the
way it is fragmented.

Figure 2.

To achieve a critical attitude towards what
happens there, within the framework of
contemporary dynamics, we need to make use of a
plurality of means to obtain information, to develop
a reflective eye towards how space is practiced,

how it is conceived (semantic fields), but at the
same time how it is fragmented. We are faced with
small pieces that must be analyzed with means and
tools that border on the intuitive, but are the only
way to try to understand them. If in the public space
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there is a constantly changing socialization, how do
we approach its dynamics if not in the same logic?
An example of this is provided by Leal Sorcia[46] in
her study of indigenous migrants and their
dynamics in urban public space. This author
identifies that the interaction of ethnic groups with
the city reveals interactive contexts of cultural
oscillation that manifest themselves through new
practices in parks, streets, markets, stores and other
spaces. The analysis of the interrelations of these
groups does not focus (as traditionally treated in
anthropological literature) exclusively on the
sociocultural sphere[47,48], but on the spaces where
interpretations are constructed and daily life is
internalized through displacements, insertions and
relationships from the continuity and
interdependence with urban dynamics, for example
at school or the celebration of festivals, among
others.

A useful strategy to study public space and
these fragments is to do it from the processes of
insertion of the actors, as suggested by Leal[49] for
ethnic groups in the city, and that works for the
analysis of urban collectivities that may or may not
be visible in the public, to achieve this it is
necessary to conduct ethnographies with short but
intense visits, combine writing and audio and video

recordings, focus the gaze on very specific aspects
that allow us to make research times more
efficient[50]. Focused ethnographies help us to
recover the samples of diversity that public spaces
contain in fractions and that are constantly
rearranged by the rhythm of urban life. There is no
other way to approach these elements than by parts,
because that is how they are arranged in social life.
If the gaze has to rest on the everyday, on the subtle
and the minuscule of public space[51], but we only
have access to different parts that may or may not
be connected to each other, we have to employ
strategies such as collective ethnographies to try to
put together the pieces of the puzzle, combine them
with looks at different scales, consider embedded
ethnographic experiences in which our bodies also
operate as a vehicle to accompany and understand
what happens in urban spaces and the practices of
groups that slip away from us from urban
dynamics[23].

The idea of a fragmented diversity and the
challenges to study it originates in our experience in
the analysis of the uses, appropriation and control
of public space and the study from an
anthropological approach of the relationship
between precarious populations and the city in two
medium-sized cities.

In these experiences we identified that in their
main squares, gardens, parks and markets there is a
plurality of actors, uses and even discordant actions.
At first glance, these sites manifest themselves as
places of encounter and otherness[30]. In them
coincide “almost all” the inhabitants of the city; but
not all of them are there and that is where we want
to stop, in the population that is not present, in
those absent from the city and its spaces. They are
urban actors who belong to precarious population
groups whose relationship with the city and its
emblematic places is minimal and, in some cases,
non-existent. They are inhabitants of peripheral
urban zones, but also of central areas, for whom the
city does not bring together their voices and does
not form part of their identity or sociability
references.

In our research experiences in precarious areas
and polygons of poverty the inhabitants interviewed
reported that their relationship with public spaces in
the city is practically null, the causes are diverse:
lack of economic resources to move, insecurity in
the environment they live in that forces them to
withdraw into their homes and limit their outings,
especially for women who dedicate themselves
almost exclusively to childcare and household
chores, some others reported not having any
business to attend to in the places mentioned:

One has nothing to go out to, it’s been almost
ten years since I’ve been going there [downtown] I
have nothing to go to, to the health center I go here
to the other neighborhood and with my family too,
those are my places [Paty, field note, May 24,
2019].
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I don’t leave the house at all, I am the one who
takes care of the children [Lourdes, field note, July
26, 2019].

The truth is that I don’t go out, because of the
insecurity. So between my sister and I we set up the
stall [of used clothing] I take it out in the morning
and here I am looking after the children [Rosa, field
note, August 2, 2019].

When exploring what activities they carry out
in the city’s public spaces, the participants in almost
twenty interviews referred to some approach only
for work-related reasons; in general, there is no
relationship and for almost all the interviewees
these spaces do not figure in their references as
inhabitants of the city. The relationship of these
groups is limited, it is a population segment that
experiences the public and the private from more
homogeneous than diverse scenarios, whose study
also requires us methodological challenges for its
approach, to the extent that it works in contexts of
risk and violence [52,53]. The spatial practices of
these inhabitants revealed to us that they inhabit
physically and symbolically isolated urban spaces
and face a set of problems associated with
precariousness with more or less homogeneous
realities. Their relationship with the city is limited:
they do not know it, do not live it, do not walk
through it and only some experience it partially
under conditions of subordination: as low-level
employees, street merchants or self-employed in
streets and avenues to clean car windshields or ask
for money from passers-by.

While it is true that the analysis of the ways of
inhabiting the city and the study of urban
inequalities has contemplated exclusion and
segregation by exploring cases such as the
indigenous population or street dwellers[41,42], based
on the idea that public space is plural and these
populations can demand their right to the city, it is
also true that this diversity is partial, since in cities
there are groups that are completely alien to the
dynamics of public spaces. With the above, we do
not disdain the analyses that have been undertaken

so far, on the contrary, those explorations on the
ways of inhabiting of everyday users and those who
struggle to use public space have allowed us to
notice the absence of other populations that do not
even dare to step on that contested and unequal
space[24].

The main squares, corridors, streets, buildings
and other public spaces are alien to this population
that only knows the reality of the unconnected
islands it inhabits. This led us to look again at
public space, or what we thought was such, from its
opacity to recognize that it is not so diverse, nor is
it so public, and that it is difficult for the wealthiest
and the poorest of a city to be under the same
scheme of use and appropriation. It also placed us
in front of a scenario that made explicit the
difficulty of studying those fragments of social life
that seem to be in continuous transit between the
public and the private.

In order to make visible and approach the
multiple conditions of urban spatiality and its
diversity it is necessary to rethink how we are
approaching it, from the academy we need to
connect disconnected spaces in social reality, form
multidisciplinary teams with eyes that
simultaneously see different things, these multiple
narratives of otherness can uncover non-traditional
actors, new materialisms manifested in the bodily
practices of urbanites, perceive affections that open
windows of multiverses that are pressing in the
reflection on cities[12,13]. The above is not something
new; on the contrary, we could point out that these
ways of looking at urban diversity are nourished by
the applied research works promoted since the
1990s in the field of health in agricultural contexts
and other inter- and transdisciplinary projects[23]

that are of great utility to optimize the analysis of
plurality in cities from their own rhythms, as is the
case of rapid ethnographies proposed for research
with limitations of time, economic and human
resources, which demand to be examined from
other disciplines to validate the information and
generate questions about a reality that is only
possible to understand through teamwork,
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triangulation of research methods and an operative
process of data interpretation[34]. This dialogue and
the combination of techniques and strategies are
imperative to reach the unexplored chinks of urban
life.

Dialogue with other disciplines and the
recovery of unimagined strategies will allow us to
break through theoretical and methodological
barriers to avoid the homogenization of ideas and
thus achieve an understanding of public space from
its fragmentation. It is necessary to recognize that
the diversity we knew is not so heterogeneous and
that our most pressing task is to find the
intersections and adapt the indispensable tools that
can be focused ethnography, drifting tours,
collective observations and many others that may
arise in order to approach the dispersed fragments
of contemporary diversity whose dynamics force us
to devise new underpinnings for its approach.

5. Final considerations

Here we have argued that the city is a
container of diversity and that, in its quest for
political and social equality, it generates at the same
time forms of homogenization that blur the former.
In other words, there is a paradoxical dichotomy:
include-exclude. What is the driving force, then,
that would serve us to account for the cohabitation
of public space? We have proposed that observing
the city from a preconceived idea of culture will
result in diversity being promoted, respected and
strengthened in tune with the liberal project. But if
we stop to look with a different perspective, what
appears in the public space is a fragmentation of it,
that is, the construction of insular manifestations of
diversity through semantic fields or zoning that
mark rules for the use and cohabitation of public
space, in fact, in the relationship between each of
these social islands there is a constant tension that
can lead to conflict. Thus, the use of public space is
a constant process of negotiation between those
who have access to it and create, most of the time
unconsciously, islands of interaction that seek to

maintain a vital space between them and thus avoid
conflict.

Although there is a set of formal rules that
regulate the use of public space, perhaps the most
important are the informal ones, since they are
established and administered by the users; and they
are also respected by the authority. With the usual
view we have to see that space and cohabitation are
organized and even predictable. With the lens we
propose, what underlies is a constant process of
social exclusion, but also of invisibilization. In this
sense, the categories for the definition of diversity
are insufficient, since it is no longer a matter of
understanding the construction of a hegemony of
the concept of citizenship, but of understanding that
in public space there are inclusions and exclusions
that occur at the same time and constantly avoid
conflict through a negotiation of use and
cohabitation[54].

In this sense, it is necessary to change the
prism through which the city, urban phenomena and
public space are viewed. Diversity is recognized to
the extent that the discourse of inclusion functions
as a political banner. The result is a homogeneous
city, where a set of expectations must be met in
order not to become the marginal, the alterity, that
which lives on the margins and is therefore
excluded and made invisible. What are the
characteristics of this homogeneity? They will vary
according to the social context in which it develops,
but will involve skin tone, way of dressing, way of
expressing oneself, educational level, consumption
capacity, to mention a few; then, that homogeneity
will be fragmented, not as part of the diverse, but as
cultural manifestations of the same population, that
is, not as ways of understanding each other in this
world, but as social constructions based on the
institutional recognition of their difference. In other
words, diversity only exists to the extent that it is
expressed in public spaces in a fragmentation of
sociabilities regulated by formal or informal rules
that are validated by the immediate or mediate
institutional actor[37,38].
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Does this mean that all those who do not
comply with expectations are made invisible from
the public space? Perhaps. The spaces “open to
society” are in fact places that can be accessed by
certain groups for two reasons: the institutional
discourse that establishes the fundamental
characteristics of the subject-actor of public space,
and the informal practices that can reinforce that
discourse or, alternatively, resist it, but that
reproduce the social exclusions and segregations
constructed from the institutional. The success of
this form of organization of society is that it has
generated semantic fields that lead the marginalized
to establish that there are places that are off-limits
to them. For example, as has already been argued in
various studies[50,51], poverty is not only an
economic condition, but also a social status that
sustains two antagonistic discourses and actions:
the recognition that the poor should be included in
development and tucked away by the city they
inhabit, while, at the same time, the population in
these conditions is systematically excluded from
development. Although this is the extreme example,
there are also processes of social exclusion among
those who represent the ideal model of the urban
individual. For example, sectors of the population
decide not to attend classical music concerts
because a semantic field has been created around
concerts of symphony or philharmonic orchestras:
they are public spaces where one must dress in a
particular way; one must know about music to
enjoy the concert. So, when attending a concert of
this type, the usual thing is to find people who are
dressed in a formal style, who drink table wine and
who apparently know about symphonic music, that
is to say, “they are cultured people”. While the rest
of the population, who are assumed to be
“uneducated” or “uneducated”, prefer to remain on
the sidelines, they have been denied a space that
should be public, but in reality becomes a place for
a (self-constructed) cultural elite.

But how can this be done? In the text we
indicate that it is necessary to use the existing
methodological tools in a different way and to
generate, if necessary, new ones. From our point of

view, for now it is enough to change the gaze and
observe everything that is not manifest, the reading
of the outside, as Foucault[34] would suggest. What
is observable and what cannot be grasped with the
taxonomies generated so far? What does everything
that is manifest say?

That is, without losing sight of the fact that we
are dealing with the study of human beings[36] and
their interactions, what we must keep in mind in our
ethnographic practices in urban settings is that
many of these social relations are mediated by
institutional practices (formal and informal) that
skew the agency of each of the actors; In this sense,
what we propose here is that it is directed by a set
of practices that fragment and create isolations that
maintain a constant tension with each other, this
insular organization of society can also explain
details of the social-historical development of a
population[20], what does this reveal? The implicit
need for the generation of interdisciplinary
dialogues that combine, on the one hand,
methodologies and, on the other hand, analyses that
complement what is observed from ethnographic
exercises[12].
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